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2. Use the strategies the AI finds to understand how the censor works
1. Use AI to **automatically learn** new evasion strategies

2. Use the strategies the AI finds to **understand** how the censor works
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Geneva runs strictly at the client.

Manipulates packets to and from the client.
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- Not triggering on any packets
- Breaking the TCP connection
- Successfully obtaining forbidden content
- Conciseness
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Building Blocks
Actions manipulate individual packets
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Composition
Actions compose to form trees
- out:tcp.flags = A
- Duplicate
- Tamper tcp.flags = R
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Mutation
Randomly alter types, values, and trees

Fitness
Goal: Fewest actions needed to succeed
- No trigger
- Break TCP
- Successful
- Concise
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Server sends uncensored GETs inside two SYN/ACKs
Double-benign GETs

Censor confuses connection direction

Server sends uncensored GETs inside two SYN/ACKs
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- Bugs in implementation: Easy for censors to fix the low-hanging fruit
- Gaps in logic: Harder for censors to fix systemic issues

What is the logical conclusion of the arms race?
Automatically learning how to evade censorship
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Server-side evasion
Finds strategies quickly
Dozens of strategies
Evasion advantage

Geneva code and website: geneva.cs.umd.edu